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Together with representatives of national
governments and the EU institutions, EaP
CSF delegates discussed in trilateral country
stakeholders meetings the most pertinent
issues for civil society. Armenian civil society
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their future perspective. CSO impact and role
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was in the center of discussion for delegates
from Moldova. Ukrainian civil society experts
shared their experience and concerns on the
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As the current cycle of delegates ends with
this Annual Assembly, the Working Groups
took their time during WG meetings to
evaluate the successes, shortcomings and
future perspectives of each of the Working
Group of the Forum and to elaborate
recommendations to decision makers. For
the first time, we presented the EaP CSF
Extra Mile award, which recognises our most
active member organisation who allowed us
to go the extra mile through their active
participation in Forum’s activities. Centre for
Global Studies "Strategy XXI" received the
award for contributing to policy dialogue,
consultations and internal discussions.
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Manole, President of Promo-Lex underlined
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As the highest decision-making body of the
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new Statute of the Forum, which will allow
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The event has energised more than 300
participants, who exchanged new ideas,
good practices, contacts, and laid a solid
foundation for the joint work in the frames
of the Forum in 2020. More results on the
11th Annual Assembly of the EaP CSF here.
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